Rotationally unresolved differential cross sections were measured in crossed molecular beam experiments by scattering Helium atoms from Ethane, 1,1-Difluoroethane, 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane and Hexafluoroethane. The damping of observed diffraction oscillations was used to extract anisotropic interaction potentials for these scattering systems applying the infinite order sudden approximation (IOSA). Binary macroscopic parameters such as second heterogeneous virial coefficients and the coefficients of diffusion and viscosity were computed from these potentials and compared to results from macroscopic experiments.
I. Introduction
As has been reported previously [1-5] reliable potentials for the interaction between He atoms and even rather anisotropic molecules can be determined from rotationally unresolved total differential cross sections (DCS), observed in respective scattering experiments using crossed molecular beams. Results of an infinite order sudden approximation (IOSA) [6 -9] were fitted to the observed DCS using a modified Hartree Fock dispersion potential (HFD) [10] to model the scattering interaction. Since macroscopic coefficients such as the binary second virial coefficient, the diffusivity and the coefficient of viscosity are theoretically related to the interaction potential, these parameters can be determined by first-order computations and compared to results from macroscopic experiments if available [3] .
II. Experiment
The crossed-beam apparatus has already been described in detail in [1, 4] . Its main features are two supersonic nozzle sources for the He atom beam and the molecular beam, intersecting rectangularly. A quadrupole mass spectrometer detector which can be Reprint requests to Prof. Dr. W. Seidel, Fax: +49 641 99 34509.
0932-0784 / 97 / 0800-705 S 06.00 © -Verlag der Zeitschrift für Naturforschung, D-72027 Tübingen rotated in-plane with respect to both beams is used to detect the angle dependent scattering intensity of He atoms. This detector was also used for beam profile optimization and for time-of-flight analysis of either beam. From the pressure dependence of the speed ratio S for the beams of the ethanes, cluster formation, which would disturbe the DCS observations [4] , could be inferred to be negligable in the region of the respective source pressure. Scattering curves were measured by rotating the detector automatically in steps of 0.2° from 22° down to 3°. In order to reduce the signal to noise ratio, these curves were measured repeatedly up to 12 times. Experimental conditions and operational parameters are summarized in Table 1 . 
A) Interaction potential
As in previous investigations [1-5*] a modified Hartree Fock dispersion potential (HFD) (as presented by Aziz et al. [10] ) was used for the central part. The constants of the potential equations, i. e. a and c n , were defined in their reduced form. (1)
V(R) = e m f(r),
(6)
According to Douketis [11] , cjo ~ 1.225(cg/c6); and the constants a and b of (4) can be calculated from the minimum conditions of the respective potential. Anisotropy was introduced to the potential by expanding the energy parameter, e m , and the range parameter, R m , as follows [12] with £m = £0 + C\£\ + C 2 £3 + C3E4,
(10)
where 9 is the (orientational) polar angle. Although only a small number of adjustable parameters is needed, the main advantage of this rotationally symmetric potential model (CIG) is its flexibility. It may properly be used to portray a ball as well as a dumpbell or a cigar shaped object.
C) Data Analysis and Fitting
To analyze the observed DCS results, the IOSA procedure [6] [7] [8] [9] was used. This is justified because, as shown by Frick [13] , the rotational levels of the molecules, even for rather large values of j, are very close together. Therefore, since the collision energy is about 60 meV, the energy sudden part of the IOSA should be valid. Also its centrifugal sudden part is suitable, since anisotropic interaction is confined to a rather limited space around the molecular center. Using phase shifts from the semiclassical JWKB approximation [14] with Langer's modification [15] , DCS were calculated by partial wave analysis for varied spatial orientations in the center-of-mass system (CMS), which, in the present case, are characterized by the orientational angle 9.
According to the IOS formula [6] 
* Erratum: In [4] f(r) = / rep (r) + f M (r)d(r) is missed behind equation (3).
where i) describes the CMS scattering angle, the DCS were computed applying a 32 point Gauß-Legendre quadrature for averaging with respect to 9.
In order to fit these DCS to the experimental (i. e. laboratory) results, the computed DCS were to be transformed to the laboratory frame using the elastic Jacobian. Results of this transformation were then averaged with respect to the velocity and angular distribution of the beams, and to the finite aperture of the detection device [16] .
IV. Results and Discussion

A) Anisotropic Interaction Potentials
Experimental DCS's which may be used with other potential models are given in Table 2 . Figure 1 presents both, measured and computed DCS for each of the systems under investigation. As can be seen, Table 2 . Experimental total cross section measurements. damping of the diffraction oscillations increases slightly with decreasing number of fluorine atoms in the molecules. Parameters for the best-fit potentials are compiled in Table 3 . Contour maps of the potential energy surfaces are shown in Figs. 2 to 5. Anisotropy of the well-depth may be recognized for each system. It is found most pronounced for two different collisional orientations:
1) the He atom approaches perpendicular to the C-C axis.
2) the He atom approaches in-line with the C-C axis.
In the latter case two different in-line orientations exist for molecules such as 1,1-Difluoroethane or 1,1,1,2-Tetrafluoroethane. Well-depth minima for these orientations are given in Table 4 ; corresponding potential curves are shown in Figure 6 .
Obviously, for the perpendicular case, the distances R m of the potential minima for He-Ethane and HeHexafluoroethane are close to those for the almost spherical systems He-CH 4 (378 pm [2] ) and He-CF 4 (396 pm [3] ). Expectedly the respective in-line results are found to be larger, the difference corresponding approximately to about one half of a C-C bond length (154 pm [17] Table 4 . R m and e m -values for characteristic orientations (data in brackets are calculated using a different anisotropy model [1] similar to the one used by Keil et al. [18] ). Table 5 . Well depth for a He approach towards a F 3 C-group. 
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Q " o . (Table 5) . Comparing results for He approaching in-line to the differently substituted methyle groups of the ethanes the well depths are found to depend linearly on the number of fluorine atoms ( Figure 7) . Contrary to the range parameters (R m ) for He-C 2 H 6 , which agree well with data of Keil et al. [18] , the energy parameters £ m of the present potential are different from the respective results of these authors. In addition the equilibrium configuration He-C 2 H 6 is found to be linear (not T-shaped), i. e. the absolute minima of the well-depth exist for either in-line approach of the He atom. This is equivalent to the findings for the Fluoroethanes. Considering the model dependent differences in £ m , we calculated best fit potential parameters for a potential model which has been used previously [1] and which is quite similar to the one used by Keil et al. [ 18] , In this case, results for R m and £ m correspond to our present results. But e m results from this model appear not to be very likely (Table 5 ) in the case of the fluoroethanes. Thus, from the consistency of the results of Table 5 and from the linearity of the £ m data (in-line, Fig. 7 ) we assume our potentials to be reliable. Since from experimental DCS to the "true" interaction potential no direct route is available, several potential models may be used to portray molecular interaction for scattering of atoms by various molecules [7, 20, 21] . Thus, data calculated for the same system usually turn out to be slightly different if suitable potential models are used for which modelling of the molecular anisotropy is somewhat different. Points are experimental data of Dunlop et al. [24, 25] . and the viscosity coefficient 77 12 may be calculated as described in [3] . Using results from Table 3 , heterogeneous second virial coefficients were computed for the temperature range 100 K < T < 500 K (Figure 8 ).
For comparison, values for 290 K, 300 K, and 310 K are available from macroscopic investigations of Dunlop et al. [22] , Binary diffusion coefficients and the coefficients of viscosity were computed via respective collision integrals [23] . D X1 data are given for 280 K < T < 400 K in Figure 9 together with results of Dunlop et al. [24, 25] . Deviations range between 12 % and 25 %.
As has been shown by Maitland [26] for the system He-C0 2 such deviations may be due to the Mason and Monchick approximation [27] which was used in our calculations.
Coefficients of viscosity were computed for 1.013 bar and 298 K to a first order approximation according to [23] , Results are presented in Figure 10 . Viscosities 
